Code of Conduct
for all members of the
Royal Academy of Dance
This code of conduct applies to all members of the Royal Academy of Dance (RAD), including Benesh International, who upon admission and readmission are bound by its Bye-Laws. Members who are teachers registered with the RAD are also bound by the Code of Professional Practice for teachers registered with the RAD, visit www.royalacademyofdance.org for more information.

Members (including teachers registered with the RAD) will:
- when called upon to give a professional opinion in any matters concerning the RAD, do so with objectivity and reliability
- never knowingly engage in any corrupt or unethical practice that may affect the reputation of the RAD
- further the interests and maintain the dignity and welfare of the RAD, its members and employees, and the professions of dance and dance teaching
- observe all rules and regulations of the RAD in respect of membership as notified to them or published by the RAD, and
- observe the principles of fairness, equality and professionalism in all dealings with employees of the RAD, fellow members or members of the public.

Upon admission to, or upon renewal of membership, members agree to uphold the Bye-Laws of the RAD as may be amended from time to time, and to adhere to this Code of Conduct.

Any failure on the part of a member to observe this Code of Conduct will be dealt with in accordance with the rules set out in the Disciplinary Rules and Procedures relating to all members, pursuant to Bye-Laws 9.3 and 10.1 of the Royal Academy of Dance (Disciplinary Rules and Procedures).